
fujisprayTAN™ has been the leading manufacturer of HVLP Tanning Turbine Systems for over 20 years. 

The miniTAN PLATINUM™ Series is the perfect choice for the mobile crowd. These miniTAN PLATINUM™ Turbines are not as quiet as the 

salonTAN PLATINUM™ Turbines but are still 1/2 the noise level of any standard turbine. All other features are the same. 

The miniTAN PLATINUM™ Turbine is powered by a 2-stage motor that is specially balanced for the spray tanning industry. The all metal case 

features a durable textured finish. This Turbine will cater to all of your spray tanning needs from small touch-ups to lengthy sessions. It comes 

installed with washable and replaceable air filters and has a reset safety switch. Included with the Turbine is a gun holder bracket to conveniently 

rest the Applicator when not in use. It provides the strength and durability to meet the demands of a high volume spa or mobile tan business 

and is designed for both the salon use and the on-the-go technician. The miniTAN PLATINUM™ Turbine means spraying with confidence 

allowing you to focus more on your business success. 

  

What’s new in the miniTAN PLATINUM™ Series? 

The Fuji Spray Heat Dissipation Box™ 

Fuji Spray has designed a unique method of removing any heat build up from the Turbine case.  Excess heat is channeled to a Heat Dissipation 

Box™ located at the rear of the case. 

Because the hot air is dissipated evenly through an optimum surface area with 60 holes, there is no added hiss or loud whistling noise.  There is 

also no blowing around of dust. 

The benefits of a cooler running unit results in a longer life for your turbine motor compared to standard turbines. 

Fuji Spray Noise Reduction Covers™ 

The Mini-Mite™ PLATINUM Turbines are equipped with a method to reduce noise. The Noise Reduction Covers™ house the Filters. Ambient air 

is entrained only from the rear effectively removing any Direct Sound Paths. Air is drawn in through a large Rear Aperture and through specially 

designed ‘Finger Slots’ for optimum performance. 



 
   

2100 miniTAN PLATINUM™ M-Model 

Included in every system… 

The miniTAN PLATINUM™ Turbine, TAN7350 Applicator with 250cc Cup (holds 8oz of solution), 10ft lightweight whip hose with quick connect, 

a convenient applicator holder on the turbine, user manual, wrench, and cleaning brush. 

  

  

The portable and affordable 2100mini™ system is a combination of the smallest and most powerful system on the market. This model includes 

the all metal TAN7350 bleeder applicator that makes spray tanning a breeze. 

The TAN7350 is a bleed style applicator. This professional grade applicator is sleek and durable. It features an adjustable Pattern Control knob 

located on the back just above the fluid knob. This allows you to easily change the Fan Pattern from wide to narrow. Maintenance is as easy as 

1-2-3. This popular model will help you achieve impeccable results each time. 

http://www.fujispraytan.com/fuji-minitan-systems/2100-minitan-plt-with-tan7350-web/


 

  

 4100 miniTAN PLATINUM™ T-PRO 

Included in every system… 

The miniTAN PLATINUM™ Turbine, T-PRO™ Applicator with 75cc Gravity Teflon Coated Cup (holds 3oz of solution), 10ft lightweight whip hose 

with quick connect, a convenient gun holder on the turbine, user manual, wrench, and cleaning brush. 

The portable and affordable 4100miniTAN™ system is a combination of the smallest and most powerful on the market. This system includes the 

light-weight sexy design of the T-PRO™ applicator with gravity feed teflon coated cup. This powerful turbine was designed to increase 

productivity and efficiency with an amazing spray tanning experience. 

  

 

http://www.fujispraytan.com/fuji-minitan-systems/4100-minitan-plt-with-t-pro-web/


T-PRO™ 

The T-PRO™ Applicator is elegant and sleek in appearance. There is nothing quite like it. This high quality professional non-bleed applicator is 

intended to spray for hours on end. Equipped with a unique center mounted 3oz Teflon coated cup for better balance. The T-PRO™ is 20% 

lighter for easy maneuvering and less fatigue for the user. An exclusive side mounted Fan Adjusting Control located at your fingertips. Aircap 

head has been specifically designed for this Tanning Applicator. Other features include stainless steel fluid components, adjustable fluid control, 

easy pull trigger and ergonomic Stay Cool Handle™.  Excellence in Canadian Technology. 

Clearly, this elegant designed spraying system will conform to all of your spray tanning needs, promoting its versatility and portability. 

  

Key Features for the miniTAN™ System: 
 Affordable, easy to use reliable spray tanning system 
 The Fuji Spray Heat Dissipation Box™ 
 Fuji Spray Noise Reduction Covers™ 
 All metal applicator with stainless steel fluid components 
 Adjustable spray pattern and fluid control knob 
 Turbine with washable/replaceable air filters and gun holder slot 
 Turbine is light weight and portable, ideal for both the salon or mobile 
 Turbine comes installed with a reset safety switch 
 Flexible 10 foot whip hose and quick connect fitting 
 User manual containing training on Spraying Techniques 
 Wrench and cleaning brush 
 24 Month Warranty on complete system 
 All systems UL/CSA approved for cosmetic use 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Important:  The miniTAN PLATINUM™ Series Turbines have different size filters to the previous miniTAN Turbines.  These miniTAN 

PLATINUM filters (7224-2) are available in a 2-pack and have the shape of a hand, rather than a square. 

For previous versions of the miniTAN Turbines (Prior to March 2017) please refer to  (square filters) Part #4009-2 

  

The matrix below illustrates the difference between our miniTAN™ Series. This will help you decide which system fits your needs. 

Model miniTAN™ M-Model miniTAN™ T-PRO 

Part # 2100mini 4100mini 

Applicator TAN7350 T-PRO 

Nozzle & Needle Stainless Steel Stainless Steel 

Cup Type Bottom Feed 
Gravity (Teflon Coated) 

 

Cup Capacity 8 oz 3 oz 

Hi-Flex™Hose 10 ft 10 ft 

Motor Type 2-Stage Bypass 2-Stage Bypass 

Turbine Mini Mini 

Turbine Dimensions 11″ x 8.6″ x 8.1″ 11″ x 8.6″ x 8.1″ 

Metric Dimensions 28 x 22 x 21cm 28 x 22 x 21cm 

Turbine Weight 14.4lbs (6.5 kg) 14.4lbs (6.5 kg) 

Gun Holder On Turbine On Turbine 

Warranty 24 Months 24 Months 



  

hvlpTAN™ powered by fujisprayTAN™ introduces two new light and mobile systems that will provide a skillful application of tanning solution 

products. 

With hvlpTAN™ Spray Tanning Systems you will be able to accomplish a flawless tan without any effort.  The hvlpTAN™ series are easy to use 

and designed to apply tanning solutions evenly and efficiently. 

The hvlpTAN™ turbine is lightweight and durable with a 450 watt motor and built with a breaker switch located at the bottom on the turbine, a 

safety feature not found on most turbines of this class. 

Portable and reliable this turbine is easy to use anywhere; at home, on the road, in a salon or at a show. 

Two models are available, the hvlpTAN LITE™ and the hvlpTAN GLO™. 

The powerful hvlpTAN™ Turbine is a combination of convenience, durability, and power. Weighing only 4.2 pounds, this portable feather light 

yet durable machine is a star performer. In addition to its high impact resistant case, it has an applicator holder slot to conveniently rest the 

applicator when not in use. It comes installed with a washable and replaceable air intake filter plus a reset safety switch. It is easy to operate, 

transforming you into a professional almost instantly. You can always rely on the optimal performance of the hvlpTAN™ Turbine. 

Please note that these hvlpTAN™ Turbines must be used with bleeder style applicators. 

  

3400 hvlpTAN LITE™ 

Light and Compact!  Perfect for those just starting out! 

 

http://www.fujispraytan.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/hvlpTAN-Lite.jpg


Equipped with the following: 

– hvlpTAN™ Turbine 

– 10 ft Air Hose with quick connect 

– TAN7400 Applicator with 300cc cup, holds 10oz of solution 

– Extra Intake Turbine Filter 

– Power Cord 

– Instruction Manual 

  

  

The hvlpTAN LITE™ system is easy to use, combined with affordability and outstanding performance. It is a must own for a wide variety of uses 

from the small business entrepreneur, tan technician on-the-go, or home user. 

This feather light and portable system will let you achieve the professional results you are looking for. It will make any user look like a pro. 

The attractively designed TAN7400 applicator has stainless steel fluid components, adjustable spray pattern and adjustable fluid control.  This 

gives the user full command and a relaxing worry-free spraying experience. The handle of the TAN7400 is a comfort grip handle, which stays 

cool to the touch even when spraying for lengthy sessions. Cleaning and maintenance after every use has never been simpler.  You will achieve 

efficiency and productivity in no time. The applicator is built to continuously blow air even if the trigger is released. Easy attachment to the air 

hose with a quick connect fitting. 

  

  



3350 hvlpTAN GLO™ 

Light and Sleek! Ideal for the continuous Mobile or Salon use! 

Equipped with the following: 

– hvlpTAN Turbine 

– 10ft Air Hose with quick connect 

– TAN7350 Applicator with 250cc cup, holds 8oz of solution 

– Extra Intake Turbine Filter 

– Power Cord 

– Instruction Manual 

  

  

The hvlpTAN GLO™ is ready to go anywhere at anytime. This compact all-in-one design caters to a variety of needs from the small business 

entrepreneur, tan technician on-the-go, or the home user. If you are looking for the best Spray Tanning System with an affordable budget, then 

look no further! 

This innovative feather light and portable system allows the user to accomplish professional results with ease and efficiency.  By making evenly 

and accurately blended layers the results are flawless. 

The beautifully crafted TAN7350 applicator is built to last. The body of the applicator is all metal with stainless steel fluid components, adjustable 

spray pattern knob, and adjustable fluid control. This applicator has been designed to last for many years and you can count on its optimal and 

reliable performance every time. The TAN7350 sports an ergonomic Stay Cool Handle™ that remains cool to the touch even when spraying for 

http://www.fujispraytan.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/hvlpTAN-system-2.jpg


lengthy sessions. The applicator is built to continuously blow air even if the trigger is released. Easy to attach to the air hose with a quick 

connect fitting. The TAN7350 applicator together with its perfect balance and sleek design, make it without a doubt a leader in the spray tan 

world. 

  

Key Features for the hvlpTAN™ Series: 
 Affordable, easy to use reliable Spray Tanning System 
 Feather light portable Turbine weighing only 4.2 pounds 
 Choice of 2 different applicators 
 Adjustable spray pattern and fluid control knob 
 Turbine with washable/replaceable air filter and applicator holder slot 
 Bonus air filter included 
 Turbine installed with a reset safety switch 
 Flexible 10 foot whip hose and quick connect fitting 
 Cleaning brush and wrench 
 User manual containing training on Spraying Techniques 
 12 month warranty 
 CE Certified 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



The matrix below illustrates the difference between our hvlpTAN™ Systems. This will help you decide which system fits your needs. 

Model hvlpTAN LITE™ hvlpTAN GLO™ 

Part # 3400 3350 

Applicator TAN7400 TAN7350 

Nozzle & Needle Stainless Steel Stainless Steel 

Cup Type Bottom Feed Bottom Feed 

Cup Capacity 10 oz 8 oz 

Hi-Flex™Hose 10 ft 10 ft 

Motor Type 450 Watt 450 Watt 

Turbine Weight 4.2lbs (1.9 kg) 4.2lbs (1.9 kg) 

Gun Holder On Turbine On Turbine 

Warranty 12 Months 12 Months 

  

Your hvlpTAN™ Systems are easy to use and will achieve that flawless result 

every time! 
 


